
Textbook questions Revision test 1
Instructions for students: Follow your teacher's instruction. 
Also; you can  attempt this test online and see your result.

1. Give very short answer IV (2 m.)

Define the term "Trachea".

a. The trachea is also known as the ….. .

A) Food pipe
B) Windpipe

b. The trachea is a tube that is supported by ….. .

A) Sclerotic rings
B) Cartilaginous rings

c. The trachea connects the …… to the lungs, allowing the passage of air.

A) Larynx and duodenum
B) Pharynx and larynx

d. The trachea finally divides into the ….. and enters the lungs.

A) Right and left atria
B) Right and left bronchi

2. Short answer question I (3 m.)

Write a short note on rib cage.

a. How many pairs of ribs make a cage?

A) 18 pairs
B) 22 pairs
C) 44 pairs
D) 12 pairs

b. The shape of a rib bone is .

A) fist-shaped
B) horseshoe-shaped
C) wedge shaped
D) Curved and flat shaped

c. Rib cages enclose vital, delicate organs such as the  .

View solution

View solution

A) Lungs and the heart
B) lungs and the kidney
C) Stomach and the lungs
D) Heart and the stomach

Solve online

https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=60edcd5b-787c-4749-883e-9b9ae957cf3b&twId=20604&ts=1664993192&sg=URrOgUibBXYHBI9Uiqhey7DIXWU1
https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=b95fd083-27be-4f2f-80f0-ed16c92df129&twId=20604&ts=1664993192&sg=jqbdLMpQlhYXC-SWx6p-BU5GBxw1
https://www.yaclass.in/TestWork/Info?jid=eGM2CVEBEUqDjgfQjpyUNA&a=p


3. Give very short answer V (2 m.)

Write any two functions of digestive system.

a. Digestive systems are involved in .

A) Carries the blood rich in oxygen from the lungs to the heart.
B) Converting complex food substances into simple forms.
C) Carries the blood rich in carbon dioxide from the heart to the lungs.

b. State "True or False".

The digestive system digests food, but the endocrine system absorbs the food.

A) True
B) False

4. Questions based on Higher Order Thinking Skills I (3 m.)

What will happen if the diaphragm shows no movement?

The diaphragm is the primary

A) circulatory organ
B) breathing organ

The diaphragm's movement

A) expands the valves to prevent the backflow of blood
B) expands the lungs and creates a vacuum

As a result,

A) the air is sucked out
B) the air is sucked in

The lungs do not expand or contract if the diaphragm does not move, and

A) breathing continues
B) breathing stops

Then the

A) individual will die
B) individual will survive

View solution

View solution

https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=b5297549-6ebf-4d8f-a101-c5af66d35246&twId=20604&ts=1664993192&sg=KFI3151mWxjZESbfZIncwZGXnFk1
https://www.yaclass.in/Exercise/PdfSolution?c=9608de73-d435-4cdc-890c-8c041ee5846a&twId=20604&ts=1664993192&sg=hjwrmS6SKhEnCKp79S-sMNIvaDI1

